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Abstract
The advent of connected autonomous vehicles provides opportunities

for safer, smoother, and smarter transportation. However, broadcasting
information to surrounding vehicles and infrastructures risks security and
privacy. Moreover, control decisions relying on such information are vul-
nerable to malicious attacks. In this paper, we propose a cooperative con-
trol strategy incorporating with efficient multi-party computation (MPC).
In an effort to perform secure MPC without third-party authentication
while reducing latency, we integrate a function secret sharing scheme
with a distributed oblivious random access memory. We further design an
adaptive proportional-derivative controller to increase resilience toward
latency and adversaries. Theoretical foundations and limitations are also
discussed.

1 Introduction

Since the first competition of autonomous vehicles hosted by the De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Grand Challenge
in 2005 [26], self-driving vehicle or autonomous vehicle techniques
have attracted tremendous attentions from both academia and industry.
An autonomous vehicle is equipped with various powerful sensors like
camera, radar, LiDAR, GPS, ultrasonic and so on to detect and perceive
its surrounding environment. Autonomous vehicles have the potential
to change driving behavior and the travel environment, providing op-
portunities for safer, smoother, and smarter road transportation. How-
ever, the development of autonomous vehicles has also raised disputa-
tions and skepticism in terms of liability, ethics, cybersecurity, privacy
and so on. Especially, the fatal accident in March, 2018 involving an
Ubers self-driving car where a pedestrian was killed implies a large
room to enhance autonomous vehicle techniques and safety should al-
ways be considered with the highest priority in this process [15].

On the other hand, connected vehicle techniques are also being de-
ployed to improve the safety and mobility of our transportation sys-
tem by enhancing situational awareness and traffic state estimation
through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure com-
munications, which can enable applications like cooperative collision
warning, providing traffic signal status information in real time and so
on [28], These applications require low latency and high reliability net-
working. Hence, efficient, secure, and trustworthy data transmitting is
of paramount importance.

In reality, V2V communications are unreliable due to factors such as
interference, network congestion, and malicious attacks; in the worst
case, V2V networks undergo Byzantine failures [13, 17], which is the
most general and severe failure model, since attackers are fully aware
of any information of the entire system. Moreover, current architecutre
of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) communicate in an open-
access environment and thereby experience serious issues in security
and privacy [25]. To tackle these, we propose a novel cooperative con-
trol strategy, AutoMPC, by leveraging advances in modern cryptogra-
phy such as multi-party computation (MPC). As V2V communication
requires low latency, we further adopt an efficient MPC scheme incor-
porating with an adaptive proportional-derivative controller and prove
its effectiveness through numerical experiments.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Secure Multi-Party Computation
To formalize the problem, we suppose a multi-agent system in which
each party i has a secret input xi and a function f (x1, x2, . . . ) can be
jointly evaluated. Secure multi-party computation (MPC) is a mecha-
nism to ensure that each party known the output of the function f while
being unaware of others’ inputs. Two-party computation (2PC) is a
special case of MPC, which was first introduced by [34] as a problem
that two millionaires (Alice and Bob) wish to know who is richer but
don’t want to disclose their own wealth. The famous solution is Yao’s
Garbled Circuits [35], which is based on honest-but-curious model or
semi-honest security model that curious adversaries and outside ob-
servers may learn the secrets by analyzing protocol transcripts.

2.2 Oblivious Random Access Memory
Oblivious random access memory (ORAM) [7] is similar to random
access memory (RAM) but translates the sequence of logical access
instructions in certain ways so that preserves the observing of physi-
cal access patterns from adversaries. An ORAM supports READ(i)
and WRITE(i) functions that are able to perform “read” and “write”
operations with a private index i. For the case of MPC, we consider a
variant of ORAM, distributed oblivious RAM (DORAM) [23], which
generalize ORAM to a scenario that the memory is splited among m
parties and has a security property that no party can learn anything of
the RAM by observing their own share of the physical memory.

2.3 Secret Sharing
Secret sharing [27] is a method in cryptography that distributes a secret
among a group of m parties by dividing the secret into m shares, one
for each of m parties, so that none of the individual party has any in-
sight of the secret while allm shares as a group contain full information
of the secret. [6] designed a multi-secret sharing system where multi-
ple points of the polynomial host secrets. [24] proposed a k-threshold
computational secret sharing scheme that divide a secret S into shares
of size |S|

K−1 for optimal space efficiency.

3 The AutoMPC Model
Inspired by existing works [9, 33, 4] and aforementioned techniques,
we propose the AutoMPC model, which adopts a function secret shar-
ing (FSS) scheme following the definition in [3] that:
Definition 1. An m-party function secret sharing scheme is a pair of
algorithms (Gen, Eval) with the following syntax:
•Gen(1λ, f̄ ) is a PPT key generation algorithm, which on input 1λ

(security parameter) and f̄ ∈ {0, 1}∗ (description of a function f )
outputs an m-tuple of keys (k1, . . . , km). f̄ is assumed to explicitly
contains an input length 1n, group description G, and size parame-
ter S.

•Eval(i, ki, x) is a polynomial-time evaluation algorithm, which on
input i ∈ [m] (party index), ki (key defining fi : {0, 1}n → G), and
x ∈ {0, 1}n (intput for fi) outputs a group element yi ∈ G (the value
of fi(x), the i-th share of f (x)).

The setting of FSS ensures correctness and security that each party’s
key cannot individually reveal any information of f [2]. We further
adopt a distributed oblivious RAM [4] to optimize the computational
complexity to O(n) which outperforms current state-of-the-arts such
as circuit oblivious RAM [32] and square-root oblivious RAM [36].

Figure 1: Diagram of the control schematic.

To mitigate the latency trade-offs given by MPCs and increase re-
silience towards adversaries, we propose an adaptive proportional-
derivative (PD) controller based on a two-predecessor-following
scheme as shown in Figure 1, in which we assume all CAVs in the
platoon to be identical, forming a homogeneous vehicle string. Below
is the control command

Ui(s) = Ub,i(s) + Uf,i−1(s) + Uf,i−2(s) (1)

which consists of control feedback Ub,i from the error Ei and two extra
feedforward terms Uf,i−1 and Uf,i−2 from the acceleration rates Ẍi−1

and Ẍi−2, respectively. Xi is the position output, Xi−1 is the feedback
position information from the immediate predecessor. Ki is the feed-
back controller which generates a control command to rectify the er-
ror. Gi represents the ideal longitudinal vehicle dynamics. Hi denotes
spacing policy (e.g., CD and CTH), and F1,i and F2,i are feedforward
filters to process the acceleration information from the corresponding
predecessor vehicles. α and β are indicators for the success of V2V
communications (α and β are equal to 1 for a successful communica-
tion between the CAV and the corresponding predecessor vehicles, and
0 otherwise). These terms will be explained in detail later.

4 Discussion and Future Works
The AutoMPC model leverages advances in cryptography to control
theory for safer, smoother, and smarter transportation. The contribu-
tions lie in several ways: (i) security and privacy are guaranteed via
a MPC scheme, without the presence of third-party authentication;
(ii) the efficiency of the MPC is achieved by a distributed oblivious

RAM and a function secret sharing scheme, and thereby avoids the ho-
momorphic encryption approach which is computationally expensive;
and (iii) an adaptive proportional-derivative controller is proposed to
increase the resilience toward latency and adversarial attacks. Prelim-
inary experimental results also validate above findings by comparing
control performances in speed, spacing, and acceleration rate. Theo-
retical properties in security and control as well as more experimental
results will be discussed in the full paper.
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